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Abstract:
Purpose of review:
We review recent progress in uncovering the complex genetic architecture of cognition, arising
primarily from genome-wide association studies (GWAS). We explore the genetic correlations
between cognitive performance and neuropsychiatric disorders, the genetic and environmental
factors associated with age-related cognitive decline, and speculate about the future role of
genomics in the understanding of cognitive processes.
Recent Findings:
Improvements in genomic methods, and the increasing availability of large datasets via consortia
cooperation has led to a greater understanding of the role played by common and rare variants in
the genomics of cognition, the highly polygenic basis of cognitive function and dysfunction, and
the multiple biological processes involved.
Summary:
Recent research has aided in our understanding of the complex biological nature of genomics of
cognition. Further development of data banks and techniques to analyses this data hold significant
promise for understanding cognitive ability, and for treating cognitively related disability.
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Introduction:
Long before the development of modern genomic methods, as far back as the early 1900’s, the
heritability of cognitive performance was recognized through twin and adoptive studies [1]. In a
study of ~10,000 monozygotic and dizygotic twins, concordance in measures of intelligence was
found to be 0.86 and 0.60 respectively [2, 3]. Follow-up longitudinal twin research had further
shown that heritability actually increases during childhood development; this is explained by
genetic innovation in early childhood, whereby increasing numbers of genes become activate
during cognitive development, thus amplifying the contribution of genetics over environment [4].
Given that the estimates of heritability of intelligence, estimated at 50% across the lifespan, it was
originally assumed that it was only a matter of time until the key gene(s) involved in cognition
were identified [5, 6*]. However, the complex and highly polygenic nature of cognitive
phenotypes is now well established, with literally hundreds of genes statistically associated with
variation in cognitive function, and implicating a wide variety of processes related to brain
development and neuron to neuron communication [7**, 8*]. This article reviews recent progress
in uncovering the complex genetic architecture of cognition, arising primarily from genome-wide
association studies (GWAS). We discuss the genetic correlations between cognitive performance
and neuropsychiatric disorders, and the genetic and environmental factors associated with agerelated cognitive decline. We conclude by speculating about the future role of genomics in the
understanding of brain function and cognitive processes.

Measuring cognition
‘General’ cognitive ability or ‘intelligence’ refers to our ability to reason, learn and solve problems
and is measured based on performance on tests of processing speed, vocabulary size, abstract
verbal and non-verbal reasoning, and visuo-spatial skills. These scores are aggregated to yield a
general ability score or statistically reduced into a single factor or component referred to as
Spearman’s ‘g’ [9, 6]. Typically, a principal components analysis of individual subtests yields a
single factor that explains ~50% of variance in measures used, reflecting the strong correlation
usually observed between these cognitive tasks. Combining data from multiple sources shows that
g is a robust value, valid in both western and non-western countries [10, 11].
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Notwithstanding the moderate correlations observed between many cognitive tasks, several
measurement issues exist. These include low test/retest reliability for some aspects of cognition,
[12, 13], a bewildering array of different measures of the same domain and even multiple versions
of the same test, all of which complicates attempts to combine data from different groups to
achieve the sample sizes required for genomic studies. Even where the same measures have been
collected in very large population-based cohorts such as the UK Biobank, the use of shorter
cognitive tests within a larger battery of health relevant tasks have led to issues of task validity
[14, 15].
Yet another issue of phenotypic complexity in large-scale studies relates to the use not of cognitive
tests per se but to the use of proxy measures of cognitive ability. Given the need to combine
different datasets to increase sample size to boost power for gene discovery and the lack of
comprehensive cognitive data in these datasets, some readily available proxy phenotypes have
been used including years of education (YOE) and educational attainment (EA). Based on samples
of >70,000 English children, the correlation between EA and g was observed to be 0.81 [16].
Recent analyses in very large data sets have shown this correlation to be closer to 0.7[17].

Genome-wide association studies (GWAS)
Early genetic studies of cognition focused on ‘candidate’ genes selected on the basis of their
hypothesized biological importance to illness risk. However, a failure to replicate the findings from
these studies, together with the emergence of genome-wide approaches to gene discovery in the
past ten years have meant that a majority of recent discoveries in both cognitive and psychiatric
genetics have come via GWAS. A major initial challenge in adopting this approach was the limited
sample sizes of available cohorts, which hindered identification of genome-wide significant results
in early GWAS of cognitive phenotypes [18]. In order to boost power for genetic studies, several
consortia were formed to pool sample resources to yield more significant outcomes. In 2015 the
Cohorts for Heart and Ageing Research in Genomic Epidemiology (CHARGE) consortium
combined data from 31 cohorts (n=53,949) and performed a meta-analysis of GWAS using a
general cognitive factor derived from principle component analysis of several tests [19]. This
analysis identified three loci, on chromosomes 6, 14 and 19, as relevant to cognitive processes
[19]. A further analysis by the Cognitive Genomics Consortium (COGENT) combined 21 cohorts
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(n=35,298) and confirmed the findings of the CHARGE study as well as identifying two more
significant loci on chromosomes 1 and 2 [18]. This study also compared the top SNPs from larger
EA studies (n = 164) and found 31 SNPs that were significantly associated with EA in other studies
that were also nominally significant in this study; all had the same direction of effect showing a
robust genetic correlation between EA and cognition.
The UK Biobank project was initiated to generate a very large dataset based on the UK population
where data was collected on over 500,000 people [20]. Initially, genotypic data was released for
~150,000 individuals in May 2015 and was used in combination with existing data in a number of
cognition GWAS that confirmed previous findings and uncovered more associated loci [14, 17,
21, 22]. The full data set on >500,000 individuals was released in July 2017 and has a proved a
“game-changer” in GWAS of cognition function by facilitating studies with samples sizes of
>100,000 individuals that have identified hundreds of independent associated loci. Study of the
combined CHARGE, COGENT and UK Biobank cognitive and genetic datasets (n=300,486
participants) have identified 146 genome-wide significant loci and 709 genes associated with
general cognitive function [23**]. Associated genes show enriched expression in most brain
regions with strongest signals in the cerebellum and cortex and in silico biological investigations
of these genes points to processes such as neurogenesis, regulation of nervous system development
and neuron differentiation being affected. A second study based on COGENT and UK Biobank
samples plus other samples (n = 267,867 participants) and published around the same time, found
a total of 205 loci (implicating 1,016 genes) to be associated with intelligence [24**]. Analysis of
biological processes implicated by these associated found the pathways involving regulation of
nervous system development and central nervous system neuron differentiation to be enriched for
associated genes, plus regulation of synapse structure or activity was significantly enriched too.
Beyond enriched expression of associated genes in multiple brain regions, single cell analysis
identified the most enriched cell types for genes associated with intelligence to be medium spiny
neurons (striatum), CA1 pyramidal neurons (hippocampus) and pyramidal neurons
(somatosensory cortex).
In addition to data from publicly funded biobanks, commercial companies such as 23andMe have
also collaborated in cognitive genomic research [25]. In the largest study to date on EA, Lee et al.
combined data from 71 cohorts to yield a sample size of 1,131,881individuals, of which 365,538
samples were provided by 23andMe [7]. This analysis identified 1,271 lead SNPs that were
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independently genome-wide significant, again demonstrating the positive correlation between
sample sizes, and number of variants identified (see Figure 1). Lee et al. used multi-trait analysis
of GWAS (MTAG), an approach that exploits the phenotypic and genetic correlations between
different phenotypes (e.g. cognitive ones) to increase statistical power [26]. By combining GWAS
results from studies of EA, cognitive performance, and mathematical ability (for a total
n=1,311,438), Lee et al were able to increase their number of genome-wide significant loci to
1,624 (n=1,311,438). Biological annotation analysis suggested that genes near to these SNPs are
strongly enriched for expression in the central nervous system. These genes show elevated
expression in the prenatal brain, where they are involved in many developmental processes, but
also have high expression in the postnatal brain where genes were involved in nearly all levels of
neuron-to-neuron communication and synaptic plasticity. Of note, while neurons were strongly
enriched for EA-associated genes, astrocytes and oligodendrocytes were not, leading the authors
to conclude that cognitive variation was not associated with genetic differences in myelin related
axonal transmission speeds [7]. This conclusion contrasted with findings from a MTAG study by
Hill et al [27*] that combined GWAS of intelligence [17] with EA [14] (n=248,482) to identified
187 genetic loci associated with intelligence. Biological annotation analysis showed associated
genes to be enriched in a number of processes including neurogenesis, synaptic plasticity, cell
development and myelination, specifically oligodendrocyte differentiation [27]. The disagreement
between these two studies suggests a need for further studies to clarify whether the genetic
architecture of cognitive implicates white matter microstructure and oligodendrocytes function.

A polygenic score (PGS) or polygenic risk score (PRS) is a statistic measuring an individual’s
genetic ‘loading’ for variability in a trait (e.g. cognitive function) or risk of illness (e.g.
schizophrenia) [45]. Using GWAS results, a PGS is a count of the number of common associated
alleles carried by an individual, weighted by the strength of the alleleic associations with the
disorder or trait. PGS based on the GWAS above can explain 11–13% of the variance in
educational attainment and 7–10% of the variance in cognitive performance in independent
samples [7]. Despite the major advances that these studies represent, this suggests that a significant
gap remains between the overall heritability for cognition estimated from twin studies and SNPbased heritability for cognition (i.e. the contribution of common SNPs that can be analyzed by
GWAS), reported to be 0.19 for general intelligence [24]. This missing heritability is likely due to
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a variety of factors, including rare variants, gene x gene (GxG) interactions (epistasis) and gene x
environment (GxE) interactions [6].

Rare variants:
Copy number variants (CNVs) are structural variants that were originally described as >1 kbp
sections of DNA that can be present in a human genome at a different copy number to the expected
two copies in the reference genome. These can be deletions, duplications, inversions or other
complex rearrangements, and can range in frequency, but it is those that are rare that have been of
most interest in the study of complex phenotypes [28-30]. Recent technological advancement of
comparative genomic hybridisation and high-throughput next generation sequencing has led to an
improvement in the sensitivity of detection of CNVs resulting in the redefinition of their size to
>50 bp [31]. An assembly-based approach to sequencing data from two haploid genomes identified
over 460,000 variants from 2bp to 28kbp. Only 10% of these variants were detected in an analysis
of the 1000 Genomes Project, highlighting that structural variants have been under-called and
under-studied in human genomics [32]. Structural variants contribute to genetic diversity [33] and
their important contribution to the genetic variability of cognition is now recognized [29].
CNVs have been associated with disruption of cognitive development leading to intellectual
disabilities and other neurodevelopmental disorders [34*]. CNVs associated with these disorders
may have incomplete penetrance in a population and apparently healthy adults may carry some of
the CNVs associated with these disorders without displaying symptoms [30]. A study based on the
reasonably homogenous Icelandic population showed that incomplete penetrance of pathogenic
CNVs for autism and schizophrenia was associated with decreased cognitive performance in the
healthy population and that individual CNVs affected different cognitive domains [35*].
Examination of non-pathogenic deletions based on children from the Saguenay Youth Study (n =
1,983) and the IMAGEN consortium (n = 2,090) found that non-pathogenic deletions were
associated with decreased IQ and suggested that IQ was linked to haploinsufficiency of most of
the coding genome [34, 36, 37].
Thirty-three CNVs associated with risk of neurodevelopmental disorders were examined for
association with cognitive performance in the UK Biobank (n = 420,247) using seven cognitive
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measures. Twenty-four of the 33 CNVS were associated with reduced cognitive performance in
healthy carriers and these CNVs also showed an association with reduced educational attainment
and income. In addition, all 12 of the CNVs associated with schizophrenia have been associated
with reduced cognitive function in healthy adults [38]. In comparison to healthy non-carriers,
healthy individuals who carried at least one of the 12 copy number variants associated with
schizophrenia showed reduced brain volumes in the hippocampus, nucleus accumbens and
thalamus, suggesting a mediation role for hippocampal and thalamic volumes in cognitive ability
[39].
Disruptive (loss-of-function) and damaging (missense) rare and ultra-rare single nucleotide
variants (SNVs) in highly constrained (HC) genes, i.e. genes under negative selection, are
associated with neurocognitive disorders but are also found in the healthy population where they
are associated with decreased EA. In a sample of 14,133 individuals, carrying either a disruptive
or damaging SNV in a HC gene was associated on average with a reduction in years of education
of 2.9-3.1 months [40**]. Each additional disruptive SNV reduced the chance of going to college
by on average 14%. This effect of ultra-rare disruptive and damaging SNVs on EA more than
doubled when considering HC genes that are highly expressed in the brain.
In a novel approach to explaining the missing heritability in genetic studies on cognition, Hill et
al, examined the high level of linkage disequilibrium found in members of the same family in the
Generation Scotland family cohort (N = 20,000) [41*, 42]. This analysis using a tool based on a
genome-based restricted maximum, GREML-KIN, measures both the variance explained by the
genetic effects clustered in families and common SNPs and was replicated in unrelated individuals
[43, 44]. Results showed that for general cognitive ability, genetic effects explained 54% of
phenotypic variation, of which 31% was explained by pedigree-associated variants (which include
rare variants, CNVs and structural variants) and 23% by common variants. These results are
similar to heritability levels found in previous twin studies [1]. Overall these findings show that
most of the pedigree variants associated with cognition were rare with allele frequencies between
0.001 and 0.01 and current genotyping platforms do not sufficiently tag these variations.
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Gene by environment interactions:
Hasan and Afzal [46*] argue that to fully understand cognition, environmental effects need to be
explored. Interplay between nature and nurture has been found through twin and adoption studies,
with environment and genetics observed to co-vary in a manner whereby genetic make-up can
determine environmental conditions. They propose that the study of candidate genes arising from
next generation sequencing should include environmental parameters [46]. While PGS can explain
10% of the variation in educational attainment some of this is indirect and is explained by passive
gene-environment correlation where parents and other relatives provide a rearing environment that
is associated with the parental genotype [47, 48]. A recent study shows that PGS for intelligence
and EA had a 60% greater predictive value when tested between families as opposed to within
families. This difference disappears when socio-economic class is controlled [49]. In a further
study of adopted individuals in the UK Biobank (n=6311) it was found that PGS generated from
mainly non-adoptive individuals was only 50% as predictive of YOE in adoptees when compared
with non-adoptive individuals and conclude that parental influences affect YOE. It was also found
that individuals who have a low PGS for YOE spent longer in education if adopted supporting the
gene-environment correlations theory [47]. These studies support the inclusion of environmental
effects in genetic studies of cognition.

Genetic correlations between cognition and schizophrenia.
An overlap between the genetic variation associated with cognitive ability and genetic variation
associated with SZ risk has long been hypothesized. Toulopoulou et al. [49], using latent factor
modeling, estimated the shared genetic effects between cognition (measured in terms of memory
and IQ) and risk for SZ[50]. They reported a high degree of overlap in genetic effects (the highest
being for IQ) with environmental effects accounting for little phenotypic correlation. Fowler et al.
however disputed the strength of this genetic overlap [51]. Using a Swedish population cohort, a
much smaller overlap (~7%) in genetic variants associated with the two phenotypes was observed.
Fowler et al argue that this difference related to a difference in sample selection – with studies
based on patient recruitment overestimating genetic correlation between cognition and illness risk
by comparison with studies based on unselected (population) cohorts. More recently, we were able
to undertake a similar analysis, this time based on SNP heritability rather than general estimates
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of shared genetic correlation. To assess the genetic overlap between schizophrenia liability and
cognitive functions, we summarized data from the Maudsley Twin and Family Studies and the
Schizophrenia Twins and Relatives Consortium (STAR Consortium), a series of studies of twins
and other family members concordant or discordant for schizophrenia. Evidence of substantial
genetic overlap was observed between cognitive phenotypes and schizophrenia liability (average
rg = -.58; SD=0.22), although the estimates ranged widely, possibly due to the small samples
involved [52].

Correlation between cognitive performance and illness liability
PGS scores for schizophrenia have been shown to be weakly associated with IQ and cognition in
population samples [53-55]). For example, in a study of the ALSPAC cohort, schizophrenia PGS
was associated with lower performance IQ (P= .001) and lower full IQ (P= .013) [54]. A PGS for
IQ was associated with increased risk for schizophrenia (P= 3.56E-04). Bivariate genome-wide
complex trait analysis (GCTA) revealed moderate genetic correlation between schizophrenia and
both performance IQ (rG=-.379,P= 6.62E-05) and full IQ (rG= -.202,P= 5.00E-03), with
approximately 14% of the genetic component of schizophrenia shared with that for performance
IQ. Similarly, PGS for cognition was associated with severity of negative, but not positive
symptoms in those with schizophrenia [56]. Finally, in a GWAS of cognition in a large sample of
>3,000 patients with schizophrenia, Richards et al sought to determine whether PGS for either
illness risk, educational attainment, or IQ could be used to explain to a significant degree of
variation in cognitive performance in patients with SZ. PRS for both population IQ (P = 4.39 ×
10–28) and EA (P = 1.27 × 10–26) were positively correlated with cognition in those with
schizophrenia. In contrast, there was no association between cognition in schizophrenia cases and
PRS for schizophrenia (P = .39), bipolar disorder (P = .51), or major depressive disorder (P = .49)
[57**].

Taking these polygenic studies of the relationship between variation in cognition and SZ risk, in
the context of the previous heritability studies, it is clear that the genetic architecture of illness risk
and normal variation in cognition overlap to at least a modest degree. This is perhaps unsurprising;
given the likelihood that a distributed network of brain structures/functions contribute to both
phenotypes, it would be counterintuitive if at least some of the underpinning biological processes
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did not overlap. At the same time, the modest power of PGS based on GWAS of either cognition
or illness risk to explain variation in the other also highlights the large degree of genetic nonoverlap between these phenotypes. In terms of support for the original idea of endophenotyes –
quantifiable traits whose study may help with parsing the genetic architecture of a broader (more
complex) illness phenotype, this evidence is not compelling. Instead of aiding gene discovery, the
real value of endophenotypes may be to identify the functional significance of already identified
variants at the level of cognitive performance and other aspects of illness that predict level of
disability (e.g. employment status) [58].

In terms of the direction of genetic correlation between illness susceptibility on the one hand and
cognitive performance and EA on the other, some interesting differences between diagnoses have
emerged. Genetic correlational analysis using GWAS data suggests a significant, negative
correlation between intelligence and susceptibility to several neurodevelopmental and psychiatric
disorders (e.g. schizophrenia, attention deficient hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and major
depressive disorder (MDD)), but a positive correlation between intelligence and autism spectrum
disorder (ASD; see Figure 2). Correlational analysis between EA and these disorders is broadly
similar, except that EA is not negatively correlated with schizophrenia, as might be expected, given
the strong positive phenotypic and genetic correlation between intelligence and EA.

To understanding this puzzling discordance, Lam et al. recently teased apart the genetic findings
for EA and schizophrenia to identify a subset of variants associated in the expected “concordant”
direction, i.e., alleles associated with both schizophrenia risk and lower EA, but also a subset of
variants that demonstrated the counterintuitive “discordant” relationship, i.e. alleles associated
with schizophrenia risk but higher EA[8**]. The concordant alleles mapped to genes involved in
early neurodevelopmental pathways, consistent with evidence that cognitive deficits are often
present early in life before onset of schizophrenia, whereas the discordant alleles mapped to genes
that functioned in adulthood synaptic pruning pathways. The authors suggest that the latter may
reflect the importance of efficient synaptic pruning for academic ability on the one hand, but a
liability excessive pruning on the other, contributing to schizophrenia [8].
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Cognitive decline and ageing
Improved life expectancy and declining birth rates has led to an increasing percentage of the
population that is greater than 60 years of age. According to the World Health Organisation the
portion of the population over 60 will increase from 12% to 22% by 2050 and will reach 30% in
more developed countries [59]. Cognitive decline associated with age results in increased
difficulty in performing tasks that require memory or rapid information processing and can have
an increasingly detrimental effect on quality of life [60]. A meta-analysis of rates of variation in
changing cognitive ability showed that variation increased with age and was consistent across
different cognitive domains. Measuring this variance in rates of change of cognitive decline
requires strong longitudinal data and complex statistical methods [61].
The biological contribution to variation in rates of cognitive decline is evolving. In a recent opinion
piece by Cabeza and colleagues [62**], three biological mechanisms are proposed to control
cognitive decline in healthy ageing, and these are reserve, maintenance and compensation. Reserve
is discussed in terms of brain reserve, which can be described and individual differences in
structural characteristics, such as quantities of neurons and synapses, and cognitive reserve, which
refers to the adaptability of cognitive processes [63]. Maintenance involves resistance to neural
decline and repair of damage and compensation is when alternative neuronal pathways are
recruited. The complexity of these processes infers a highly polygenic genetic contribution and
suitable data sets are needed to examine the genes and biological pathways involved. A recent
study used the Lothian Birth Control cohort of 1935 at four different time points between the age
of 70 and 79 to measure the association of changes in g with fourteen robustly generated PGS.
These PGS included EA, grip strength, schizophrenia, Alzheimer’s and other health related PGS.
The researchers conclude that the predictive power of PGS in not yet sensitive enough to explain
the variance in cognitive decline [64*].
Genetic variation accounts for 40 to 50% of cognitive performance of older adults and 24% of the
variability of cognitive change over the life span [22, 65]. Some studies show an association
between genetic variants and age-related cognitive decline, yet they only explained a fraction of
the phenotypic variability. In addition, many of the studies failed to replicate due to difference in
cognitive measurements and other methodological issues and lack of control of participant
characteristics [60]. A meta-analysis of studies on cognitive decline concluded that major
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improvements were needed in research methods, in particular the use of standardized procedures
across studies [66]. Interestingly, recent research has shown that neurogenesis occurs in the dental
gyrus of the adult hippocampus into the 9th decade of life and healthy individuals without
neurodegenerative conditions show preserved neurogenesis. The authors propose that individual
resilience leads to variation in rates of neurogenesis and differing rates in cognitive decline [67].
While research into the effects of environmental factors have shown the importance of
cardiovascular health, social involvement and diet on healthy ageing, our assessment of the
understanding of the genomics involved in cognitive decline is hampered by the lack of strong
cognitive measures coupled with large genetic data sets. As yet we do not know whether cognitive
decline is genetically influenced by genes associated with general intelligence or if genes that
regulate other biological processes are involved.

Cognitive genomics in the future:
The comparison of the recent release of whole exome sequencing data from the UK Biobank on
~49,000 individuals and their previously imputed genetic data identified nearly 4 four million
coding SNPs and indels per individual, ~7 times higher than that observed in the imputed GWAS
data. There was also a 10-fold increase in the identification of loss-of-function variants and lossof-function variants were found in 97% of autosomal genes. Whole exome sequencing of the
remainder of the UK Biobank, which is on-going, and subsequently whole genome sequencing
will allow for new analysis of cognition phenotypes using rare genetic variants [68] and may give
new insights into the genomics of cognition.
According to Eichler, identifying all the genetic contribution is not just a matter of increasing
sample size, as variants are being missed with short read datasets that are aligned to a single
reference genome, even when using whole genome sequencing [69]. He argued that more
meaningful results will be obtained by diversification of genomic data. Generic research to date
on cognition (and other traits) has been almost exclusively confined to samples of individuals of
European ancestry. Lee et al. found that their PGS for EA was far less predictive in an African
American sample [7]. Eichler proposed that the use of combinations of reference genomes from
different populations, that are currently in production should in theory identify the majority of
structural variants which have been untested in recent GWAS [33, 69, 70]. It also important that
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reference genomes contain representation for African populations to encompass the evolutionary
influences on the genome [71].
The use of whole genome sequencing, long-read and ultra-long-read sequencing technology
coupled with the development of bioinformatic tools and the further extrapolation of the biological
association of over 1000 lead SNPs identified by Lee et al. for EA and others should generate a
great insight into cognitive processes. In addition, further development of tools and research
approaches that gives us a greater insight into the interplay of the environment and genomics
in healthy and psychiatric cohorts will add to our understanding of the critical biological
pathways involved in neurocognition.
Conclusion
There has been considerable and rapid progress in identifying the genetic architecture of cognitive
performance in recent years. This has been aided, perhaps equally, by both improvements in
genomic methods, and the increasing availability of data due to data sharing and cooperation. This
progress has resulted in a clearer picture of the highly polygenic basis of cognitive performance,
and of the multiple biological processes involved. The contribution of common genetic variation
to explaining variation in cognitive performance is clear. The contribution of rar(er) variants both
to intellectual disability but also cognitive variation in the general population is also clear. The
overlap, but also the discontinuity, between the polygenic variation underpinning cognitive
function, illness risk, and cognitive decline is also beginning to come into view. With this clarity,
the need for further development of analytical and bioinformatic approaches to understand the
biology of these processes has become clearly visible. In particular, the need to more clearly
identify the myriad biological pathways underpinning cognitive function is underlined (e.g. the
contribution of oligodendroglial-related genetic variation to cognitive performance). Similarly, the
need to model how genetic variation - both common and rare - interacts with environmental factors
to predict cognitive performance is also a clear priority. Given the progress made in the past 5-10
years, furthering these objectives continues to hold significant promise for understanding cognitive
ability, and for treating cognitively related disability.
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Figure 1: Plot of number of lead SNPs from GWAS and MTAG analysis of g and EA showing
increases in the number of significant findings with increasing samples sizes. Each study is
numbered on the graph and included for g are (A) Sniekers et al [17], n=18 lead SNPs, (B) Savage
et al [24], n=242 lead SNPs, (C) Davies et al [3], n=434 lead SNPs. (D) MTAG analysis by Hill et
al [27], combining GWAS of g by Sniekers et al [17] and EA by Okbay et al [14], resulted in 564
lead SNPs. Included for EA are (E) Rietveld et al [72], n=69 lead SNPs, (F) Okbay et al [14], n=74
lead SNPs and (G) Lee et al [7], n=1,271 lead SNPs. MTAG analysis by Lee et al combining
GWAS of EA with cognitive performance, self-reported math ability and highest math class taken
achieved an increase to n=1,624 lead SNPs.

Figure 2: Genetic correlations between different phenotypes based on the GWAS Atlas (GA;
https://atlas.ctglab.nl/ [78]). Phenotypes included are educational attainment (EA) GAID # 4066 [7]
and intelligence (g) GAID # 3785 [24] and the psychiatric disorders of attention deficit
hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) GAID # 3 [73], autism spectrum disorder (ASD) GAID # 4037
[74], bipolar disorder (BD) GAID # 4039 [75], major depressive disorder (MDD) GAID # 4014
[76] and schizophrenia (SCZ) GAID # 3982 [77] . Figure 2a: Heatmap of genetic correlations
between different GWAS. Significant correlations after Bonferroni correction (<0.05) are labelled
with “*”. Figure 2b: Heatmap of overlapping genome-wide significant genes (P <2.5 x 10-6)
between different GWAS. The number of significant genes per individual GWAS is highlighted
in blue.
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